**Erector Notes:**

1. **The "SS-07-1" Should be Caulked and Lapped 4" Away from Prevailing Wind.** Base Roof Trim Should be Stitches Together at Ends Using Two 1/4-14 x 7/8" SDWW Fasteners.
2. **The Ends of Roof Panels to Be Positioned "A" Away from Girt Line.**
3. **B" Dimension Varies as Necessary to Match Roof Pitch.**
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**"SS-07-1" Base Roof Trim**
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**"SS-01-2" Outside Metal Closure Set in Caulking**
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**"SS-07-1" Base Roof Trim**
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**"FSS-18" Standing Seam Details**
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**High Eave - Base Roof Detail**
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